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IAn Economic Study of the Sweet Potato Enter-
PRISE IN THE North Louisiana Upland
Cotton Area in 1943
By
LEO J. FENSKE and J. NORMAN EFFERSON^
INTRODUCTION
Sweet potatoes have been produced as a staple fo6d crop on farms in
the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area for many years. Recently, sweet
potato production for commercial purposes has developed to a limited
extent and production capacity studies have indicated that the growing,
of sweet potatoes as a commercial enterprise or cash crop can be ex-
panded still further in the hilly areas of the state. However, the most
important commercial sweet potato areas of the state are the St, Landry
Parish region, centered around Sunset, Church Point, and Opelousas;
the Feliciana Parishes region, near St. Francisville; and the newly-estab-
!
lished West Carroll Parish area in the vicinity of Oak Grove.
War demands for food resulted in a need for more sweet potatoes.
Part of the larger acreage and production goal for this crop was assigned
to Louisiana because of its desirable climate and soil for the production
of sweet potatoes. In order to meet production goals in Louisiana some
of the increase in acreage was allocated to areas outside of the old com-
jmercial producing sections, since sweet potato acreages in the more estab-
lished producing areas in the state were approaching the upper limits
when desirable rotations and the labor supply were considered. In addi-
tion, alternative crops to partially replace cotton continued to be desir-
jable in the upland area of the state in order to provide a more diversified
type of farming.
^Bureau of Agricultural Economics and Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, respectively.
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This report presents an analysis of the experience of farmers in the
production of sweet potatoes for commercial markets in 1943 in one of
the upland regions of the state and analyzes the possibilities of growing
the crop profitably in this region. The study was designed so that com-
parisons could be made betwen the prospective returns to be obtained
from cotton, corn, peanuts, and sweet potatoes in the area under war-time
and post-war conditions. The object of the report is to provide informa-
tion that may be of assistance to farmers and professional agricultural
workers in determining the place of the sweet potato enterprise in the
North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area (Figure 1)
.
Source of Data
Detailed information on production practices, labor requirements,
and costs and returns from the sweet potato enterprise was secured from
approximately fifty farmers in Bienville and Claiborne Parishes in the
fall of 1943. Yields and cost data were secured on the sweet potato crops
harvested in 1943 and on average yields and costs over a period of years.
In addition, similar data were secured on peanuts, cotton, and corn,
which are the most important crop enterprises in the region, so as to
have comparative information. All data collected were obtained from
growers producing sweet potatoes for commercial markets.
Bienville and Claiborne Parishes are located in the North Louisiana
Upland Cotton Area. This region is characterized by small family-type
farms with cotton as the major cash crop. Other relatively important
crops are corn, peanuts, sweet potatoes, cowpeas, vegetables, watermelons,
and hay.
The topography of the area is rolling to hilly and some of the farm
land is badly damaged by erosion. The soils are sandy and are fairly
well adapted to both sweet potatoes and peanuts. Crop yields, in gen-
eral, are relatively low compared to some other areas in the state.
Status of Sweet Potatoes in the Area
The federal census reports show a fluctuating sweet potato acreage
in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area since 1899. The lowest
acreage for any census year during the 1899-1939 period was in 1924,
when 2,153 acres were harvested; the highest was in 1934, when 11,807
acres were reported (Table 1)
.
Estimates for 1943 indicate that approximately 15,100 acres of sweet
potatoes were grown in the area. Four-fifths of this acreage was classified
as production for farm food and feed and one-fifth was classified as pro-
duction for commercial channels.
Although sweet potatoes are grown on most of the farms in the
region, the average acreage per farm has been less than one acre. This
indicates that sweet potatoes on a large proportion of the farms in the
area are produced for home use only. In the region as a whole, sweet
potatoes were grown on only 1.7 per cent of the total land used for
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Table I. Sweet Potato Acreage, Production, and Yield Per Acre, in the North
Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, Census Years 1899-1939/
Acves Total Average Yield
T-fnYiip<itpfi Production Per Acre
Bushels Bushels
1899 3,319 251,361 75.7
1909 7,905 618,992 78.3
1919 9,097 933,688 102.6
1924 2,153 84,459 39.2
1929 5,613 488,849 87.1
1934 11,807 458,579 38.8
1939 9,215 542,460 58.9
1 Federal census reports, 1899-1940.
cultivated crops in 1942, while corn occupied 58.2 per cent of the crop-
land, and cotton 36.8 per cent. Peanuts were relatively more important
than sweet potatoes, occupying 5.3 per cent of the total cropland acreage,
l^he Idng-time average yield of sweet potatoes in the area is about seventy
bushels per acre, with the reported yields in census years varying from
a high point of 103 bushels per acre in 1919 to 39 bushels in 1924.
' Because the survey in 1943 included commercial sweet potato crops
only, the cropping system on the farms studied differed slightly from the
usual situation. On the sample farms, sweet potatoes occupied about 7
per cent of the total cropland while peanuts were planted on only 2 per
cent of the cropland area. Even on these farms, cotton and corn were
the major crops and were of equal importance from an acreage stand-
point.
The facts indicate sweet potatoes are relatively unimportant as a
commercial crop in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area as a whole.
In certain sections, like the Gibsland area in Bienville Parish, the crop
is important as a source of cash income. Throughout the region, how-
ever, the soil and climatic conditions are favorable for the production
of high quality sweet potatoes for the market. Thus, should cotton
prices decline to the point that diversification in this region becomes
even more important than at present, many farmers who now produce
sweet potatoes for home consumption only might find it profitable to
produce the crop on a commercial basis.
FARMER EXPERIENCE WITH THE SWEET POTATO
ENTERPRISE IN THE NORTH LOUISIANA
UPLAND COTTON AREA IN 1943
Sweet potato production on the farms studied was characterized by
ha,hd planting and half-row cultivating operations. The fields were rela-
tively small, ranging in size from 1 to 16 acres, and averaging 4.2 acres
per farm. Three large operators who were interviewed grew a total of
IB7 acres in 1943, but these unusual farms were not included in the
general averages.
The long-time average rainfall for the area is about 50 inches; in
1943, however, the precipitation was only 39 inches. In April, early May,
and June, rainfall in the region was less than the normal amount and
as a result, the producers had some difficulty in getting sweet potato
slips started at the proper time. Later in the summer of 1943, rainfall
continued to be below normal, and as a result, the yields reported by the
farmers interviewed for 1943 were somewhat lower than average yields
over a long period of time.
Labor Requirements
The sweet potato enterprise requires relatively large amounts of man
labor in comparison to other crop enterprises common to the region.
Planting or setting and harvesting, usually hand operations, are the jobs
requiring the largest number of man hours. Other important labor con-
suming jobs are slip production and seedbed preparation. The typical
operations performed in the production of sweet potatoes in this area
and the average number of hours required to do each job for the average
one-horse operator and part-tractor operators are shown in Table 2. All
cultivating operations were done with horses, even on the farms where
tractors were used for some operations.
Table 2. Man Labor and Power Requirements Per Acre on Sweet Potatoes, When
Using Typical Horse Operations and Part Tractor Operations,
Bienville and Claiborne Parishes
Hours per acre
Operation - Horse Operations Part tractor operations
Man Horse Man Horse Tractor
Slip production
Seedbed preparation:
Flat break
Bed up
Fertilize
Rebed
Harrow beds
Plant ^
Cultivation:
Sweep up^
Hoe 20.0 20.0
Lay by 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
Plow middles 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0
5.0 10.0 1.7 1.7
2.0 4.0 0.7 0.7
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
3.3 6.6 3.3 6.6
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
25.0 2.6 15.0 2.5
6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7
Total preharvest 76.7 41.6 62.1 25.0^ 4^
Harvest^ 45^7 202 ^50) 77.. 2.5
Total requirements* 122.4 61.8 107.1 25.0 7.4
1 Mechanical setter used with tractor.
2 Two times during season. ^
^ v,
3 Includes vine cutting, digging, crating, and hauling to home storage house. ^ .
,
4 Five hours of truclc use per acre was used on tractor farms for hauhng plants and haul-
ing potatoes to storage. < , . i
Man labor requirements averaged 122 hours per acre under the usual
production methods and 107 hours per acre for the operators using
tractors for some of the heavy jobs. Hand planting required 25 min
hours per acre as compared with 15 hours when using a tractor-drawn
transplanter. In addition to requiring less man labor per acre for setting
plants, the transplanting machine, which waters the plants during the
setting operation, has the advantage that during dry seasons the crop
can be planted more conveniently at the proper time instead of having
to wait on a rain or go through with the time-consuming hand-watering
operation.
When using horses or mule power only, about 62 workstock hours
were required per acre of sweet potatoes produced. The operators using
tractors for some of the operations average 25 horse hours and 7 tractor
hours per acre.
Table 2 presents a detailed summary of the time requirements by the
various operations. The facts indicate that further reductions in labor
requirements can be obtained by a more complete mechanization of the
various labor operations.
Gross Income^ Costs^ and Net Returns
Table 3 summarizes the data collected on yields, prices received,
materials used, and cash expenses per acre for sweet potatoes on the
farms studied in 1943. This information is organized into three groups:
the averages for all farms reporting, the averages for the 20 farms with
highest yields of sweet potatoes, and the 20 farms with the lowest yields
of sweet potatoes.
Table 3. Gross Income, Cash Expenses, and Returns Over Cash Expenses Per Acre
OF Sweet Potatoes on 40 Farms Classified by Yield Per Acre
Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, 1943
20 farms with 20 farms with
lleYn Unit All farms highest yields lowest yields
quantity value quantity value quantity value
Production and income:
^«
Marketable Bu. 70 $78.75 97 $109.13 44 $49.50
Other Do. 33 16.50 44 22.00 20 10.00
Totali ~D^^ 103 $95.25 141 $131.13 64 $59.50
Materials used and
expenses: ^ ^ »
Seed .. Bu. 6 $ 9.00 7 $ 10.50 5 $ 7.50
Fertilizer Lb. 290 5.31 385 6.93 240 4.45
Crates2 No. 40 2.50 63 3.15 27 2.11
Seed treating material -20 .25 .15
Total $17.01 $ 20.83 $14.21
Returns over cash
expenses3 .... $78.24 $110.30 .... $45.29
1 Marketable at $1,125 per bushel; other at $0.50 per bushel.
.
2 Crates for home storage; buyers furnished the balance. Charged at one-half their value
for 1943 crop.
8 This is the amount available to the operator for paying wages to himself and others, for
jse of workstock, equipment, land, and for other overhead expenses.
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The yield of sweet potatoes on all farms reporting averaged 103
bushels per acre, of which 70 bushels per acre graded out as No. I's or
No. 2's and made up the production of marketable potatoes, and 33
bushels were classified as culls because of being oversize, undersize,
cracked or cut, damaged by insects or diseases, or otherwise unfit to be
included in the grades of marketable potatoes. These culls were used
primarily as a feed for livestock.
The farmers survey reported that the relatively dry season which
prevailed in 1943 had affected the yield per acre of sweet potatoes and
that tlxe average yields obtained for this season were below normal. The
most common normal or long-time average yield per acre reported by the
farmers interviewed was 100 bushels of marketable potatoes per acre.^
Federal census reports and other related data show average yields per
acre in this area to be lower than the data given above, but the farmers
reporting in this study were commercial sweet potato growers and could
be expected to obtain higher yields than the average of all farms.
Using prices that prevailed at digging time and shortly thereafter,
the gross cash value of sweet potatoes averaged $95 per acre. The high-
yield group produced an average of 97 bushels of marketable potatoes
per acre with a gross value of |l31 per acre and the low-yield group, 44
bushels per acre with a gross value of about $60.
Direct cash expenses amounted to $17 per acre on all farms, $21 per
acre on the high-yield farms, and $14 per acre on the low-yield farms.
Seed, fertilizer, and crates were the chief cash expenses. The operators
obtaining high yields bedded more seed and used more fertilizer per
acre, as is indicated in Table 3. For all farms, an average of about 300
pounds of fertilizer, mostly 4-12-4, was used; the operators obtaining high
yields made an average application of 385 pounds per acre as compared
with 240 pounds for the farmers in the low-yield group.
Marketing crates were usually furnished by the buyers. Nearly all
producers, however, used crates for picking up potatoes, for storing seed,
and for carrying over some potatoes for later sales. The growers estimated
that the average life of the usual sweet potato crate was two seasons. Thus
charging only one-half of the crate cost to the current crop, the average
cash expenses for crates on the farms studied was $2.50 per acre.
Net returns after deducting all direct cash expenses averaged $78
per acre for all farms. The high-yield group averaged $110 per acre over
cash expenses as compared with $45 per acre for the low-yield group.
COMPETITIVE POSITION OF SWEET POTATOES IN RELATION
TO THE OTHER CROP ENTERPRISES IN THE AREA
Information as to costs, returns, labor requirements, and farm prac-
tices was obtained on the cotton, corn, and peanut enterprises from the
same farmers who supplied the sweet potato data so that comparisons
^"Bushel" and "crates" were used synonymously by farmers in this section, with
the average weight per crate of sweet potatoes being 50 pounds; thus, throughout this
report 1 bushel is considered to be 50 pounds of potatoes.
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Gould be made between the sweet potato crop and the other important
enterprises of the region. The need for other cash crops in addition to
cotton in the area is fairly evident, and sweet potatoes may serve as one
akernative.
Cotton and corn yields in this area are relatively low when compared
with yields in the more fertile sections of Louisiana. One-third to one-
half bale of lint cotton per acre and 10 to 12 bushel corn yields are fairly
common in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area. When prices are
unfavorable, the net returns from cotton are very low.
Sweet potatoes and peanuts have been successfully grown in the
region by farmers experienced in their production. The peanut crop
is more profitable when produced on a relatively large scale with modern
machinery. On the other hand, sweet potatoes are fairly well adapted to
the small farm which is lacking in modern machinery. Both crops pro-
duce by-product feeds, peanut hay, and cull potatoes. The latter can be
fed in the fresh form or dehydrated and converted into a concentrate
feed of high feeding value.
Comparison of Labor Requirements for the Different Enterprises
In planning farming operations, the available labor supply must be
balanced against the total labor requirements. Under the present short-
age of labor, sweet potatoes are at a disadvantage because they have high-
er labor requirements than any of the other important crops in the re-
gion. Table 4 shows the average man and horse hours expended per
acre on sweet potatoes, peanuts, cotton, and corn in the area studied.
Sweet potatoes averaged approximately 122 man hours per acre as
compared with 83 hours for cotton, 55 for peanuts, and 33 for corn.
Four and one-half acres of peanuts or three acres of cotton could be
Table 4. Average Labor Requirements Per Acre For Sweet Potatoes, Peanuts,
Cotton, and Corn, Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, 1943
Hours Per Acre
Operation Sweet Potatoes Peanuts Cotton Corn
Man Horse Man Horse Man Horse Man Horse
Preharvest:
Slip production
Soil preparation
Plant
Cultivate
Hoe
6.0
.
13.7
25.0
12.0
20.0
3.0
24.0
2.6
12.0
9.0
1.9
12.1
5.5
15.8
1.9
12.1
12.2
2.0
14.2
15.8
19.9
2.0
14.2
9.0^
2.0
11.2
4.8
13.5
2.0
11.2
J otal pre-
harvest . 76.7 41.6 28.5 29.8 44.2 36.1 27.0 26.7
Harvest 45.7 20.2 26.12 5.8 38.7 3.4 5.4 3.6
Total 122.4 61.8 54.6 35.6 82.9 39.5 32.7 30.3
1 Includes time spent in side-dressing with fertilizer.
2 Includes 2.4 hours provided by picker operator.
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OPERATION
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Figure 2.—Comparison of periods when operations are performed on various crops,
Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, Louisiana.
II
grown with the labor required to grow two acres of sweet potatoes. In
addition to the total labor requirements, the seasonal distribution of
labor is also an important factor in planning the cropping system.
Figure 2 indicates when the various operations are usually performed
for each of the four crops. All compete more or less directly for labor,
especially during the growing season. Corn, however, is planted before
the other crops, is laid by earlier, and has a rather flexible harvesting
season. As a result, corn has been found to be a good crop to grow along
with cotton. During any serious labor peaks, however, the cotton enter-
prise usually gets first choice of all available labor over corn because of
its importance as a cash crop.
Cotton is planted ahead of sweet potatoes. Sweet potato planting ex-
tends over a considerable period and conflicts with peanut operations to
some extent. During May and June, all of these crops require cultivating
and hoeing. Cotton and peanuts are harvested mostly in September,
while corn is pulled and sweet potatoes are dug during October. Varia-
tions from the tisual period for these different labor operations are shown
in Figure 2.
Relative Returns From Different Crops in 1943
Along with thb physical requirements for crop production, the
economic aspects must also be considered. Prices, yields, and production
costs vary from ye^r to year for each crop and any given crop may not
always enjoy the same relative economic advantage. On the basis of the
price-cost situation in 1943, however, the sweet potato enterprise in the
area studied returned higher net profits to the growers than did cotton,
peanuts, or corn.
The average cash costs of production, gross income, and net returns
over cash expenses! on a per acre basis for each of the four important
enterprises are' shoivn in Table 5. Sweet potatoes returned the highest
gross cash income, averaging $95.25 per acre. Cotton returned $58.20 per
acre; peanuts, $39.83; and the value of corn at going prices was $18.34
per acre.
' A comparison of direct cash production expenses shows that sweet
potatoes ranked highest with average cash costs of $17.01 per acre. Direct
cash expenses for peanuts averaged $12.78 per acre; cotton, $8.21; and
corn, $2.70 per acre. Direct cash costs for the production of corn were
relatively low compared with the other crops because of the small seed
requirements and relatively low fertilizer expenses for this crop.
In returns over cash expenses per acre, or the sum the farmers re-
ceived to pay for their labor in producing the crop, the costs of work-
stock, the expenses^ for use of cropland, and the use of all farm equip-
ment, sweet potatoes averaged $78.24; cotton averaged $49.99; peanuts,
$27.05; and corn $15.64 per acre, in 1943.
In any given year, once a farmer has secured his cropland, repaired
his equipment, obtained the necessary workstock and secured sufficient
feed and housing facilities to maintain them, and organized his farming
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TABLE 5. Gross Income, Cash Expenses, and Relative Returns per Acre for
Sweet Potatoes, Peanuts, Cotton, and Corn, Bienville and
Claiborne Parishes, 1943
Item Sweet Potatoes Peanuts Cotton
Corn
Production per acre Marketable
70 bu.
Other,
33 bu.
Nuts,
475 lbs.
Hay,
0.4 ton
Lint,
246 lbs.
oeeQ
384 lbs.
Grain
13.1 bu.
Marketable
$1,125 bu.
Other,
0.50 bu.
Nuts,
6.7^ lb.
Hay,
$20 ton
Lint,
19.6^ lb.
Seed,
$52 ton
Grain
$1.40 bu.
$95.25 $39.83 $58.20 $18.34
Cash expenses per acre:
Threshing and baling
Ginning, bagging, and ties ...
$9.00
5.31
2.50
$2.75
3.60
4.93
<Il:i 1 Q
3.69
2.84
2.48
Hauling to market
.20 1.00
.50 .50
Total $17.01 $12.78 $ 8.21 $ 2.70
Returns over cash expenses
$78.24 $27.05 $49.99 $15.64
1 This is the amount available to the operator for paying wages to himself and others, for
use of workstock, equipment, land and for overhead expenses.
system so that the other overhead costs must be paid regardless of the
combination of enterprises established, his primary interest in the dif-
ferent enterprises maintained is in the return over the direct cash
expenses for seed, fertilizer, etc., since all the indirect items of expense
listed above must be paid sooner or later regardless of the amounts and
kinds of different enterprises established that year. Thus for a short-time
comparison for an established farmer, the relative returns over cash
expenses is a good indication of the difEerences in the profitableness of
the various enterprises for that specific year, or for the next year if all
the various indirect items of expense have already been incurred.
Over a long period of time, however, a farm must not only return
sufficient income to pay the direct cash costs for the different enterprises,
but also must bring in additional income to cover all of the indirect and
overhead costs. Thus, a simple comparison of returns over direct cash
expenses for different enterprises is not the best measure of profit to use
in planning a long-time farming program or as an indicator of what
changes in an established farming program are desirable from one period
to another.
In order to establish a basis for making a more accurate comparison
of the actual profit or loss for different farm enterprises when both
direct cash costs and indirect and overhead costs are considered, it is
necessary to make some so-called arbitrary decisions such as the rate of
13
interest to be charged on the investment in cropland and equipment,
rates of depreciation, and other similar items. For all of these indirect
and overhead cost items, however, a sufficient foundation of research
results is available so that charges for each item can be determined with
as reasonable a degree of accuracy as that involved in determining the
averages for the direct cash cost items. On this basis, the relative returns
for sweet potatoes, cotton, peanuts, and corn in 1943, including both the
direct cash costs and the indirect and overhead cost items, are shown in
Table 6. On the farms studied, most of the man labor involved in the
production of the different crops was unpaid labor, since the farm work
was done by the farm operator and the members of his immediate
family. Thus, the final computation includes no charge for man labor
for any enterprise but includes as the measure of profit the average
return or profit over all expenses expressed as a return per hour of man
labor applied to each enterprise.
The average net return per acre, or the return to the producers for
their labor after including both the direct and indirect costs in the pro-
duction of each enterprise, was $57.82 for sweet potatoes, $35.24 for
cotton, $13.29 for peanuts, and $3.22 for corn. The return per hour of
labor, however, averaged 47 cents for sweet potatoes, 42 cents for cotton,
24 cents for peanuts, and 10 cents for the corn enterprise. The facts
indicate that in 1943 the farmers in this area made relatively good returns
from the cotton and sweet potato enterprises, with a slightly higher re-
Table 6. Relative Returns Per Hour of Labor For Sweet Potatoes, Peanuts.
Cotton^ and Corn, Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, 1943
Item
Sweet
potatoes Peanuts Cotton Corn
Hours of man labor per acre 122.4 54.6 82.9 32.7
Cash costs per acre $17.01 $12.78 $ 8.21 $ 2.70
Indirect costs:
Horse worki $13.60 $7.83 $8.69 S6.67
Land rent^ 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20
Horse equipment uses 2.10 1.21 1.34 1.03
Other equipment use^ 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52
Total costs excluding man labor
. .. 37.43 26.54 22.96 15.12
Gross returns per acre 95.25 39.83 58.20 18.34
Net returns per acre for labor 57.82 13.29 35.24 3.22
Return per hour of labor
.47 .24 .42 .10
1 Computed by using average horse work requirements of 61.8 hours per acre for sweet
potatoes, 35.6 hours for peanuts, 39.5 hours per acre for cotton, and 30.3 hours per acre for
corn and multiplying these hour requirements by twenty-two cents per hour, which is the
approximate average cost per hour for operating workstock on upland Louisiana farms under
1943 conditions.
2 Computed by charging an average land cost of eight per cent of the current value of good
cropland in the area studied which averaged $40 per acre. This charge includes costs for in-
terest, taxes, drainage, and fencing.
3 Computed by applying the average cost of horse equipment per hour of horse labor of
3.4 cents as determined from unpublished data by F. D. Barlow and Leo J. Fenske to the actual
hours of horse labor required for each crop.
4 Average cost per acre for hand equipment and proportionate charges for truck and auto
costs, as determined from Louisiana Bulletin No. 317, by J. Norman Efferson.
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turn from sweet potatoes but not sufficiently high to conclude that this
enterprise was definitely superior to cotton.
Relative Returns from Different Crops under
Average Conditions
One year's results cannot be used as a basis for selecting the most
profitable crop to grow, hence returns over a longer-run period have
been calculated by using average yields, prices, and costs. These data
are summarized in Table 7, which indicates the long-time normal cash
costs of production, gross income, and returns over cash costs of pro-
duction for the sweet potato, peanut, cotton, and corn enterprise in the
area studied, and Table 8, which indicates the total costs and returns to
be expected and the average returns per hour of labor for each of the
same enterprises.
Under the long-run price-cost situation, sweet potatoes show up to
good advantage, even though a conservative yield of 80 bushels of mar-
ketable potatoes was used in the analysis. Returns from sweet potatoes
over the direct cash costs of production averaged $53 per acre as com-
pared to $23 for cotton, $14 for peanuts, and $8 per acre for corn. When
both the direct and the indirect costs for all enterprises were considered,
the sweet potato enterprise returned 31 cents per hour of man labor
TABLE 7. CoAHMRisoN of Normal Rf.turns Per Acre From Sweet Potatoes,
Peanuts, Cotton, and Corn, Bienville and Claiborne Parishes.
Sweet
,
Item potatoes Pemiuts Cotton Corn
ProducLion per acre^ Marketable,
80 bu.
Other,
40 bu.
.
Nuts,
500 lbs.
Hay,
0.5 tons
Lint,
233 lbs.
Seed,
365 lbs.
Grain,
15.0 bu.
Average price (1935-41) 2 Marketable,
."$0.70 bu.
Other
0.25 bu.
Nuts,
4^ lb.
Hay,
$10 ton
Lint,
10.9^ lb.
Seed,
$27 ton
Grain,
$0.70 bu.
Gross cash value per acre .|66.00 .$25.00 .$30.33 $10.50
Cash expenses per acre: 3
Seed
Fertilizer
Crates
Threshing and baling
Ginning, bagging, and ties
Supplies
Hauling to market
Total
Returns over cash expenses
per acre
$ 6.00
4.35
$ 2.25
3.00
$ 1.00
3.08
$ 0.13
2.17
2.00
4.15
2.45
.20 1.00
.50 .45
$12.55 $10.90 $6.98 $ 2.30
$53.45 $14.10 $23.35 $ 8.20
1 Reported long-run average yields per acre.
2 From U.S.D.A., Agricultural Statistics, 1936-42.
3 Costs adjusted to fit the average price period.
as compared with 14 cents per hour for cotton, 6 cents per hour for pea-
nuts, and a loss of 5 cents per hour for corn.
If similar relationships continue, the facts indicate that sweet potatoes
can be profitably included in the cropping system in this area, even at
the expense of a reduction in cotton or corn acreages. This does not
mean, however, that wholesale substitutions of sweet potatoes for other
crops now commonly grown in the area is desirable or practical. Pro-
ducers should obtain growing and marketing experience on small acre-
ages of sweet potatoes before attempting to expand acreages or change
the system of farming to include a larger part of the cropland planted
to this crop.
Other Aspects of the Situation
Sweet potatoes are a source of livestock feed, as cull potatoes can
be fed to mules, cattle, and hogs. Recent trials at the North Louisiana
Experiment Station show satisfactory and economical gains from hog-
ging oft sweet potatoes. If emergency pastures are needed, the vines
can be used for pasture, although yields will likely be reduced from 18
to 20 per cent as a result of grazing.^
Dehydration facilities have been developed in some parts of the state
to meet war needs, and at present, part of Louisiana's sweet potato
crop is being dehydrated for human consumption. In the post-war
period, sweet potatoes may be dehydrated for feed if the demand for
edible use falls off and prices decline low enough. Another development
along this line would be the establishment of small dehydrators in local
communities to process the culls for feed. The sale of closely graded,
high-quality table stock for the fresh market, the sale of off-size but
otherwise high-quality potatoes for dehydration for human consump-
tion, and the dehydration of culls for feed should make a desirable
combination to result in full utilization of the product. Feeding trials
indicate that dehydrated sweet potatoes are nearly equal to corn in
feeding value.
Although these factors, in general, show that there may be increased
use for sweet potatoes and that the demand for the crop may continue
to be just as great after the war as at the present time, these factors
were not considered in making the long-time normal estimates as pre-
sented in Tables 7 and 8. To do so would have required estimations
beyond the scope of established statistical data. Thus, the results under
the estimated average conditions are somewhat conservative. In a simi-
lar manner, the average yields of the different crops for the most recent
10 year period were used as the basis for establishing production rates,
which are somewhat lower than the yields the farmers report as possible
in the area and the yields Experiment Station workers report can be
obtained under established production practices. Since sweet potatoes
are not at present an important crop in the area studied, there is the
8 1941-42 Biennial Report of the North Louisiana Experiment Station.
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possibility that farmers, in general, may be able to increase the average
yield of this crop relative to the yields of the other important crops and
thus still further increase the indicated desirability of the enterprise as
a cash crop on many farms in the area.
TABLE 8. Comparison of Normal Relatives Returns Per Hour of Labor for
Sweet Potatoes, Peanuts, Cotton, and Corn, Bienville,
AND Claiborne Parishes, Louisiana
Item
Hours of man labor per acre
Cash costs per acre
Indirect costs:
Horse worki
Land rent2
Horse equipment uses
Other equipment use*
Total costs excluding man labor
Gross returns per acre
Net returns per acre for labor
Return per hour of labor
Sweet
potatoes Peanuts Cotton Corn
122.4 54.6 82.9 32.7
$12.55 $10.90 $6.98 $2.30
$9.27 $5.34 $5.92 $4.55
2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80
2.10 1.21 1.34 1.03
1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52
28.24 21.77 18.56 12.20
66.00 25.00 30.33 10.50
37.76 3.23 11.77 —1.70
.31 .06 .14 —.05
1 Computed by using average horse work requirements for each crop and multiplying
these
hour r^auSJments by fifteen cints per hour which is the best available estimate
based on
Li^rar??srSuSies Of the average cost per hour for operating workstock on farms m the upland
regions of Louisiana under long-time normal conditions.
2 Computed by charging an average land cost of eight per cent of the long-time value of
good cropland in the arel studied, which is estimated to be $35 per acre. This charge includes
costs for interest, taxes, drainage, and fencing.
3 Computed by applying the average cost of horse equipment per ^o^^^ h^r^e l^J^f
cents (as determined from unpublished data by F. D. Barlow and Leo J. Fenske) to the actual
hours of horse labor required for each crop.
4 Average cost per acre for land equipment and proportionate charges for truck and auto
costs as determined from Louisiana Bulletin No. 317, by J. Norman Efferson.
FACTORS AFFECTING SWEET POTATO YIELDS
High yields reduce the per unit cost of production and result in
greater net returns than relatively low yields. From year to year, cli-
matic conditions, including rainfall, frost-free season, etc., are most im-
portant in determining variations in yields in a general area. In a given
year in a specific area, however, variations in yields from farm to farm
occur frequently and are due to factors other than climatic conditions.
Soils and Rotations
The methods used in this study did not permit any comparison of
yields by soil types. The sweet potato fields were mainly located on
sandy and sandy loam soils. The fields varied as to natural fertility and
suitability for the crop, and yields were undoubtedly influenced by this
variation. A well drained sandy loam soil with a clay subsoil is recom-
mended for sweet potatoes in this region.
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Sweet potatoes were grown in the rotation with corn and cotton.
No definite rotations were followed, but three or four years were usually
allowed to lapse before sweet potatoes were put back on the same soil.
Although plowing under a green manure crop prior to planting the
crop is a recommended practice, very few farmers were following the
recommendation. However, winter legumes, oats, soybeans, or some other
green crop was frequently turned under at some time in the rotation.
Rate of Fertilizing
Sweet potatoes respond readily to proper fertilization. The North
Louisiana Experiment Station now recommends 400 pounds per acre
of a 4-12-8 or 4-8-8 fertilizer applied when the seedbed is prepared. This
recommendation is based on information obtained from experiments
being conducted in the various localities of North Louisiana where sweet
potatoes are being grown commercially.*
The survey data, although not from controlled experiments, show
that the heavier fertilized fields produced the highest yields per acre.
The relationship of the rate of fertilizing to the yield of sweet potatoes
on the farms studied is shown in Table 9.
TABLE 9. Relation of the Rate of Fertilizing and Sweet Potato Yields
Per Acre, Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, 1943.
Pou7ids fertilizer j
Group
oer acre
Average
Bushels
f.
Total
)er acre
Marketable
Less than 200 108 59.9 42.3
200 - 399 . .. 250 96.2 68.6
450 121.1 81.4
316 101.5 70.2
Plants Set Per Acre
It is generally recommended that sweet potatoes be planted in rows
31 to 4 feet apart, with the distance between plants in the row depending
to some extent on the soil type.^ Row widths used in North Louisiana
conformed closely to those recommended. Table 10 summarizes the data
on the rate of planting as related to the yield per acre. The closer spac-
ings produced the highest per acre yields. Since the number of farms
studied was too small to cross-tabulate the results, it is impossible to
determine whether or not close spacings were associated with heavier
applications of fertilizer. It is safe to assume, however, that some of the
variations in yield as shown in Table 10 were due not to spacing but to
fertilization, soil type, and other factors.
4 1944 Annual report of the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station.
Miller, Julian C, and Kimbrough, W. D., Sweet Potato Production in Louisiana,
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 261. December, 1936.
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TABLE 10. Relation of Rate of Planting Sweet Potato Slips and Yields
Per Acre, Bienville and Claiborne Parishes, 1943
Plants per acre
Group Average
Bushels
Total
per acre
Marketable
9.000 or less
9.001 - 10,000
10,001 and over
7,755
9,440
11,362
9,400
79.2
93.6
137.1
101.5
54.7
62.0
97.7
70.2
Date of Planting
The yield data could not be refined to the extent that date of plant-
ing and yields could be compared. In general, however, most of the
farmers reported that their earliest planted slips gave the largest yields.
This is in line with experimental data published by different Experiment
Stations.
In the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, planting cannot take
place much before April 15, otherwise danger from late frosts will be
encountered. The bulk of the first plantings on the farms studied
occurred around May 1. Open beds were used to produce slips on most
farms. Slips for early setting can be purchased from commercial plant
growers, but usually cost more than home-grown plants.
STORAGE AND MARKETING PRACTICES
If a sweet potato enterprise is to develop successfully in a given
area, adequate curing and storing facilities must be available. An esti-
ma,ted storage capacity of 332,000 bushels is available in the North Lou-
isiana Upland Cotton Area.*^ This is made up of four commercial stor-
age houses with a total capacity of 150,000 bushels and approximately
250 farm storage houses with a total capacity of 182,000 bushels. Bien-
ville, Claiborne, and De Soto Parishes have the largest number of farm
storage houses.
Commercial production in 1943 for this area was estimated to be
563,000 bushels, thus about 60 per cent of the commercial crop could
have been stored if all available space had been used. In 1943, however,
about 65 per cent of the commercial crop of this region was sold green,
and not all available storage space was needed.
Farm Storage Houses
In the North Louisiana Upland Cotton parishes, sweet potatoes are
frequently stored on the farm in specially constructed storage houses.
Of the 43 growers interviewed, 23 producers, or 53 per cent, had farm
storage houses. Detailed information was secured on 15 of these farm
storage houses. Ten of the houses were constructed of pine logs plastered
with mud, while the remaining five were of frame construction. They
ranged in capacity from 400 to 1800 bushels, averaging 763 bushels per
^ County War Board Estimate.
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house. Ventilation was supplied usually by four side openings at the
floor level and two ceiling or roof outlets. The houses were heated with
wood stoves for the most part, although small kerosene heating stoves
were also used in some houses.
The bulk of the salable potatoes were stored in crates, but some were
stored in relatively shallow bins because of the crate shortage. The culls
were usually stored in bins and in some cases were not placed in the
storage house. In general, the houses were not used to full capacity in
1943. This does not mean that excess storage capacity exists. Over a
long run period, farmers cannot expect to have unlimited demand and
ceiling prices for sweet potatoes as soon as they are dug and must plan
for an orderly marketing of their product throughout the year if fullest
returns are to be obtained. Under normal conditions, the chances are
that the area does not now have sufficient storage to market the crop
to best advantage.
Table 11 shows the proportion of the crop stored and the extent of
the storage capacity used on the 15 farms with storage houses studied in
1943.
TABLE 11. Sweet Potato Production and Storage Capacity on 15
Farms in Bienville Parish, 1943.
15 Average
Item farms per farm
Production, bushels 6,933 462
Storage capacity, bushels 11,450 763
Amount stored, bushels 5,631 375
Own crop, bushels 4,291 286
For others, bushelsi 1,340 89
Per cent of own crop stored 61.9
Per cent of storage capacity used 49.2
1 Five stored for others.
About 62 per cent of the sweet potato crop on these farms was put
into storage in 1943. In the area as a whole, however, approximately
35 per cent of the crop was stored, the balance being sold green without
curing. Roughly one-half of the available storage space on the farms
with storage houses was used in 1943, therefore opportunity exists on
these farms for expanding the amount of the crop stored if market con-
ditions change from those existing in 1943.
A curing period of 10 to 14 days with temperatures ranging around
85 degrees (F.) is a recommended practice. Nine of the fifteen operators
followed this procedure, averaging a 10-day curing period with tem-
peratures from 85 to 90 degrees. The others depended upon the weather
being warm enough to cure the potatoes satisfactorily. The houses were
heated when necessary during the storage season, so that tempratures
remained well above freezing.
Nearly all of the operators reported good success with their storage
houses. An average loss of 11.7 per cent from shrinkage was reported,
while estimates of usual losses from decay averaged 1.1 per cent during
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the storage season. Experimental data on storage losses are
more re-
liable than estimates o£ this kind, but these estimates approach
other
evidence quite closely. The farmers' estimates on losses from decay,
however, are probably low.
Farm Storage Costs
Relatively low cost storage can be secured by the use of farm storage
houses. On the group of farms studied, storage costs averaged about
eight cents per bushel for the 1942 crop. A summary of the estimated
costs is shown in Table 12. . r
Man labor and depreciation charges were the two largest items ot
expense, followed by interest charges and fuel costs. The actual cash
costs were very low. They included minor repairs and disinfectants.
When suitable logs are available on the farm, the initial cash cost
of construction is not very high. Farmers in the Upland Cotton area of
North Louisiana should consider the construction of a storage house it
storage facilities are not available.
TABLE 12. Estimated Costs of Storing Sweet Potatoes in Farm Storage Houses,
Bienville Parish, 1942.
j^^^ Average annual cost
Dollars
Interest on storage house investmenti
5.60
Depreciations
Annual repairs
'^i
Disinfectants ^*yg
Idan labor (42 hours at 25 cents per hour) 3 '
^^'^^
_ ^ ^ 30.83Total Cost*
J «75
Average number of bushels stored .
" T . . . . 8.2 cents
Cost of storage per bushel
1 Charged at 5 per cent of average value.
l?~tS!r r„nfepS"ourior .torage, and care during storage. Does not Include
labor for sorting and handling at marketing time.
4 Excluding losses from shrinkage and decay.
Marketing Practices
The farmers in the area surveyed marketed their sweet potatoes
through several channels. For the most part, local buyers and
dealers
were the main outlet. These buyers furnished crates and hauled the
potatoes from the farm, taking these services into account m the price
offered to the farmer. Several farmers sold their product
directly to
stores and individuals in Shreveport and smaller towns. In 194^,
a
starch company contracted for sweet potatoes in Claiborne Parish,
thus
'
offering a new outlet to producers. One farmer grew potatoes for seed
sales and for commercial plant production. A summary of the methods
of disposal is given in Table 13.
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TABLE 13. Market Outlets of Sweet Potato Producers in Bienville
AND Claiborne Parishes, 1943.
Market outlet
Number
of cases
Per cent
of total
Sold to local buyersi fin p;
23.2
I'l.U
2.3
100.0
Sold directly to stores and individuals 10
Sold to starch company 5
Sold for seed purposes
Total
1 A small proportion of the early crop w
the main crop was sold to local buyers.
as sold to stores and individual consumers, but
Some differences were noted in marketing practices between the group
with storage houses and those without farm storage facilities. A larger
percentage of the crop was stored and sold later in the season by the
former group than the latter. This difleerence will probably be much
greater during long-time normal demand and price relationships. Table
14 summarizes with the extent of storage on these two groups of farms.
TABLE 14. Method of Handling Sweet Potato Crop in Bienville and
Claiborne Parishes, 1943.
Per cent of marketable crop
Method of Handling All
farms
Farm
storage
No farm
storage
Stored for later sales
Sold green
Early market
Main crop
57.21
42.8
10.0
32.8
9.02
91.0
7.0
84.0
1 Farm storage houses.
2 Commercial storage.
On farms with storage houses, more than half of the marketable crop
was placed in storage at digging time for later sales. Ten per cent of
the crop was sold in the early market and the remaining one-third sold
green at digging time. The need for cash and the relatively favorable
prices prevailing at harvest time encouraged selling instead of storine
in 1943.
b 8 5
The group without storage facilities sold 91 per cent of their market-
able potatoes at harvest time, and stored only 9 per cent. The propor-
tion of the crop sold early was smaller on these farms than on the others.
Those without adequate storage facilities usually sold to buvers at the
field.
For all farms in the sample, slightly more than one-third of the 1943
crop was stored, the balance being sold green.
PROBLEMS IN EXPANDING PRODUCTION
Farmers in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area have long de-
pended upon cotton as their cash crop, thus cotton culture is firmly en-
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trenched in the economy of the area. Hence, several important prob-
lems must be faced if the sweet potato enterprise is to be expanded in
the area.
A lack of suitable cropland is not a limiting factor in this region.
In 1943 only 12 per cent of the land classified by the farmers as being
suitable for sweet potato production was devoted to the crop on the
farms studied.
The labor situation presents some difficulties in increasing sweet
potato acreages from two standpoints. With a war-created labor shortage
in existence, farmers are reluctant to expand a high-labor requirement
crop like sweet potatoes even with the prospect of increased returns be-
cause of the difficulty of obtaining sufficient labor during peak periods.
In addition, the farm labor in this area, as elsewhere in the South, is
largely experienced in cotton production. Farm operators may experience
difficulty in getting their tenants, croppers, and hired laborers to handle
a crop with which they are more or less unfamiliar.
Another factor retarding the expansion of sweet potatoes (and other
new crops) is the unorganized marketing system. This has proved to be
the case with peanuts in this same region. Cotton, on the other hand,
has a ready market if farmers are willing to sell at prevailing prices.
Sweet potato producers in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area
have somewhat poorer market channels than those found in the old
commercial areas of the state. In the Gibsland area, however, three
buyers were operating storage houses having a combined capacity of
70,000 bushels. Shreveport also provides a fairly large local market for
farmers in this area.
Several farmers in Claiborne Parish produced sweet potatoes under
contract for dehydrating purposes in 1943. Many of them were first-year
growers. Yields were low because of the drought and returns were unsat-
isfactory. This experience does not necessarily mean that this type of
production has no place in the area. It should be recognized, however,
that this region has less fertile soil, in general than some of the other
sweet potato areas in the state, and average yields cannot be expected
to be as high as those obtained in some of the regions producing sweet
potatoes primarily for dehydration purposes.
Another problem to overcome is to eliminate all rough handling of
the product during harvesting and the subsequent storing and marketing
periods. Sweet potatoes cannot be bruised or roughly handled if keeping
qualities are to be retained. New growers can profit by observing the
practices followed by experienced men. both in producing and in har-
vesting sweet potatoes.
SUMMARY
1. Sweet potatoes are quite generally grown in the North Louisiana
Upland Cotton Area but are produced mainly for home use. The
area has potentialities for commercial production since both soil
and climatic conditions are favorable for sweet potato growing and
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some growers in the region have developed the crop into a profitable
cash crop in recent years.
2. Production on the farms studied is characterized by hand planting
and half-row cultivating operations. The fields were relatively
small, averaging about 4 acres per farm.
3. Man labor requirements for sweet potatoes are relatively high.
Sweet potatoes produced with horse power required 122 man hours
and 62 horse hours per acre, as compared with 106 man hours per
acre where a tractor was used for part of the operations. Power
requirements for this group of farms averaged 25 horse hours, 7
tractor hours, and 5 truck hours per acre.
4. The use of transplanting machines reduced man labor requirements
from 25 man hours to 15 man hours per acre. In addition, the
planting could be done without waiting for favorable weather.
5. Sweet potatoes were a relatively profitable crop in the North Lou-
isiana Upland Cotton Area in 1943, returning about 47 cents per
hour of man labor and bringing higher returns over all expenses
per acre and per hour of man labor than cotton, peanuts, or corn.
Also, under long-time average cost-price relationships, sweet pota-
toes are in a strong competitive position when compared with cot-
ton, peanuts, and corn.
6. Sweet potatoes are a source of livestock feed, and as dehydration
facilities develop, the culls can be processed as a more valuable feed.
Dehydrated sweet potatoes compare favorably with corn in feeding
value and can be stored as any other concentrate.
7. High yields are desirable because per unit cost of production is
reduced. Several factors under the control of the farmer affect
yields. The survey data show that the best yields were obtained on
fields that received 400 pounds of fertilizer per acre. The closer
spacing also gave higher yields.
8. Sweet potatoes were economically and successfully stored in small
farm storage houses. The farmers with storage houses were generally
following recommended practices as to handling and curing the
product. Storage costs in 1942 averaged 8 cents per crate in farm
storage houses.
9. Several problems must be overcome before sweet potato acreage
will expand greatly in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area.
A labor shortage acted as a deterrent during the war. Also, farmers
must become more experienced in the various tasks connected with
the growing and handling of sweet potatoes, such as proper seed
selection, growing of better and earlier plants, and improved cul-
tural and fertilizer practices. Markets are not highly developed
except in certain localities. Land is apparently not a limiting factor.
10. As farmers gain in experience with the crop and as market outlets
become better developed, sweet potatoes can be grown to a larger
extent in this area. Farmers in this region should investigate fully
the possibility of producing the crop as a commercial cash enter-
prise.
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